2019 “Superbug Superheroes” Art Contest Drawing Template

Child’s name: Cameron

Grade of Student (3rd, 4th, or 5th grade)

HELP SAVE AND Y-BIOTIC

Hi my name is Andy. I fight bacteria.

Hi I'm Jeremy the Virus. I'm a virus among people. I can make people sick.

I can fight viruses. I can outsmart bacteria.

Mom said I have the virus. Give me antibiotics.

No don't use me!!! I fight bacteria.

OK so we use antibiotics in a rush to protect our health.
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To save antibiotics you can do this:

1. Only use on bacteria "the Evil bugs"
2. Not on viruses "An even more Evil bugs" but smaller

Antibiotics/Lets help that kid

Short story:
"Cough"

A little bit later

Good job

High five
Hi. I am angry. I need your help. I need you to wash your hands. You need to only take antibiotics when you need it. You need to know that antibiotics can help you get better.

Well...I will try again.

I am flow, can you help me?

I will. Let me talk to flops. Hay! Flops!

I am hungry. I don't call me person. I will have fluids to be conserved. Don't say that is.

Any a lot of rest!

I will get you next time person.